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Chinese economy has gained unanticipated momentum in the course of 2009 putting the 

country at the forefront of global economic recovery. This paper tries to move beyond 

macroeconomic accounting by exploring the short- and long-term structural effects of the 

crisis at the sectoral as well as the regional level. The conceptual part will elaborate on what 

basis we can expect the impact of the crisis to differ depending on the sector, the 

technological level, and market orientation of the firms in question. Since the three major 

economic regions of China have distinctive characteristics with regard to these factors, 

regional differences of the crisis effects are expected. Moreover, the study goes beyond a 

mere analysis of economic performance by looking at the impact that the economic crisis may 

have had on the technological foundations of future growth paths. In summary, it finds that, 

firstly, the public fiscal package has had a major impact on the pattern of recovery that 

continues to obscure our view on deeper-reaching structural changes prompted by the crisis. 

Secondly, however, it finds clear evidence suggesting that post-crisis growth in China will 

depend on low-technology and export-oriented industries to a lesser extent than before. 
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1 Introduction 

The Chinese economy has realised high growth rates and a remarkable speed of transition for 

a period of about 30 years and led scholars assessing its development trajectory to postulate 

the emergence of a new model of development (Stiglitz 2008). It suggests that the ongoing 

transformation of the economy will in the future be based on the breakthrough of innovation 

in addition to production (Altenburg et al. 2008) and the advent of a knowledge-based society 

by the year 2020 as envisaged by the long-term planning of the Chinese government (Kroll 

and Schiller 2010). The major building blocks of this new growth model can be summarized 

as (i) sectoral structural change from traditional to modern industrial branches, (ii) re-focusing 

of the export growth model towards the domestic market, and (iii) upgrading of technological 

and organisational capabilities of firms. These industry-level determinants are complemented 

by regional determinants which are shaped to a large degree by different layers of the state 

and by the national and respective regional innovation systems. 

Despite these optimistic appraisals and continuous economic progress, reports of economic 

turmoil in China have been hitting the news as a result of the global economic crisis since late 

2008. Particularly for the highly export-oriented provinces in the coastal regions of China, the 

slackening of global demand seemed to forebode dire socio-economic implications. However, 

following a substantial setback, the Chinese economy has picked up with unanticipated 

momentum, became the world’s largest exporter at the end of 2009, and is about to reach its 

pre-crisis strength before the end of 2010 latest (OECD 2010). Due to this impressive 

recovery, and the fact that apologists evoking the outright destruction of the Chinese 

industrialisation model were thus proven wrong, there is a certain danger that analyses of the 

crisis will remain reduced to a birds-eye perspective. Such a global approach, however, might 

miss some far-reaching structural implications that the crisis may have had on the Chinese 

economy. This paper, in contrast, will argue that precisely because of the newly gained 

momentum we are in need of detailed and on-the-ground empirical approaches to understand 

the new composition of drivers of growth in China and to enable us to anticipate its 

implications for future growth paths at the national and regional level. 

So far, most of the recently published accounts of the impact of the crisis on China focus on 

the national level, but fall short of covering the diversity of regional growth models and their 

specificities in terms of sectoral composition, market orientation, and upgrading efforts. It is 

thus the motivation of this paper is to analyse the impact of the global slump in economic 

activities on emerging regional growth paths and policy measures in China.  
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For several years, it has been argued that the country was too dependent on foreign demand 

and technology and would thus be vulnerable to external shocks. It was suggested that the 

current set-up of the domestic market and particularly the national innovation system 

remained fragile and shallow. Several policy measures to tackle these structural weaknesses 

have been introduced since then. Due to the immediate and quick recovery of the Chinese 

economy as a whole, however, academics and policy makers are puzzled what the 

implications could be for the country’s future development and development strategy. This, 

however, will to a large extent depend on our understanding of what has happened in the 

course of 2008. Two partly conflicting hypotheses are proposed: (i) due to the massive 

stimulus package and the competitiveness of Chinese enterprises the economy is emerging 

from the crisis “just as before”; (ii) the crisis is an opportunity for comprehensive structural 

change and enables the breakthrough of previously designed policy measures. Without 

diminishing the undeniable impact of the fiscal package, the second hypothesis will constitute 

the guiding hypotheses for this paper. 

Against this background, it is the aim of this study to test this hypothesis based on 

disaggregated data on a sectoral and a regional level. The resilience of pre-crisis growth paths 

and the potential leverage for emerging growth paths are analysed in the three most developed 

coastal regions of the country, the Pearl River Delta (PRD), the Yangtze River Delta (YRD), 

and the Beijing-Tianjin region. The paper, therefore, aims to establish whether there is initial 

evidence of structural changes that have occurred as a result of the challenges posed and the 

coping strategies developed as a result of the economic crisis. 

The analysis will be conducted on both a sectoral and a provincial level based on export, 

value added and, as far as available, patent data. It will illustrate which industries were hit 

hardest, which provinces suffered most severely, and if different paths and strategies of 

recovery have emerged. Secondary data for the three coastal regions is complemented by 

primary data from a company survey in the PRD which has been carried out just after the 

outbreak of the economic crisis in late 2009. Beyond a mere trend assessment particular 

emphasis will be put on the potential damage that the crisis may have done to the county’s 

still fragile industrial innovation system. To do so, the application of patents by Chinese firms 

in times of crisis will be analysed in a differentiated fashion based on both the most current 

SIPO data and international evidence from the EPO Worldwide Patent Statistical Database.  

In many respects, certainly, it is still too early to develop to a full-fledged assessment as some 

of the interesting data will not be available until about mid-2011. Most of the necessary 
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framework information with regard to economic and trade data, however, is by now fully 

available and many innovation indicators can already reliably be estimated for the year 2008. 

It is therefore possible to provide a first, topical assessment ahead of the larger array of 

studies that may follow. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The second section identifies 

determinants and related outcomes of the economic crisis in Chinese regions by taking the 

regional resilience framework of Simmie and Martin (2010) as a starting point. This section 

will deduce hypotheses about the influence of industry-level and regional determinants on the 

outcome of the crisis. The third section applies secondary data to test the hypotheses for three 

coastal regions of China at the macro-level. Data from a company survey in the PRD is used 

in section four to illustrate the outcomes of the crisis at the micro-level. The final section 

discusses the findings and concludes with an outlook for potentially promising further 

research which is highly encouraged as soon as data about the long-term impact of the crisis 

becomes available. 

 

2 Identification of determinants and outcomes of the economic crisis in Chinese 

regions 

The identification of determinants of the crisis and their impact on regional economies is 

related to the recent debate about regional resilience from an evolutionary perspective. This 

general conceptual issue is closely interconnected with the literature on economic growth and 

technological catch-up if the focus is explicitly on emerging regions. Based on these 

conceptual considerations, the pre-crisis patterns and post-crisis outlook are discussed for the 

case of China. The section concludes with the deduction of hypotheses about the effect of 

determinants at the industry and regional level on post-crisis development. 

 

2.1 Resilience and evolution of regional growth and catch-up paths during crisis 

Simmie and Martin (2010) presented a four-stage adaptive cycle as a conceptual framework to 

understand regional resilience from an evolutionary perspective. Their framework moves 

beyond ‘equilibrist’ approaches that simply ask whether a regional economy returns to the 

existing equilibrium state or to a new one after a major economic shock. Their definition of 

regional resilience refers to the capacity of regional economies to constantly adapt themselves 

to changing economic conditions. The adaptive cycle starts with a structural reorganisation of 
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the economic system, commences with the exploitation of this new structure, enters a phase of 

conservation, and finally runs into a state of decline which requires the release of the present 

lock-in. Regional resilience is expected to be high in the early stages of the adaptive cycle and 

low in the later ones. 

Based on the adaptive capacity, three stylised responses of regional economies to major 

economic shocks are distinguished by Simmie and Martin (2010). First, if the present growth 

path is still competitive, a region will simply return to it after a shock occurred as predicted by 

equilibrium theorists. Second, if a region has already entered the phase of structural 

reorganisation of the economy to a substantial degree, the shock will provide an opportunity 

for the breakthrough of a higher growth part. Finally, if insufficient steps have been taken 

before the crisis to move away from conserved or declining growth paths, it is quite likely that 

the regional economy will return to an inferior growth path after the crisis. 

The impact of the crisis is expected to differ between developed and developing countries. 

Naudé (2009) discusses six reasons why the outlook for developing countries is rather 

optimistic. The resilience of certain regions in emerging economies might be much higher 

than in developed countries and these regions might recover much sooner. China is mainly 

affected by the reduction in exports to developed countries whereas the other two major 

transmission mechanisms of the crisis identified by Naudé (2009), reduction in bank lending 

and financial flows to developing countries, are less relevant due to vast domestic fiscal 

resources. Thus, it seems reasonable to expect that the crisis has a leverage effect which puts 

at least some regional economies within China on a higher growth path than before the crisis. 

The general patterns of adaptation and resilience are closely connected to the existing 

understanding of economic development and technological catch-up in emerging economies. 

Regional economies in these countries aim to improve their technological capabilities and 

market shares, to catch-up with incumbent regions, and to move from quantitative to 

qualitative growth (Lee and Lim 2001, Lall 1992). The design of their innovation system 

fosters accelerated learning to quickly move from imitation and adaptation to innovation (Kim 

1997). In addition to a mere replication of existing growth paths, for example by replicating 

the product life cycle of developed countries, late-comers might also skip some stages or even 

create their own growh path and, thus, possess the potential to leap-frog incumbent firms or 

regions (Lee and Lim 2001). In a similar vein, Wong (1999) distinguishes generic strategies 

and growth paths followed by firms and industries in emerging regions. A first set of 

strategies tries to reverse either the product life cycle by an increased speed of structural 
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change or the value chain position by moving quickly from original equipment manufacturing 

towards own design and branding within an industry. A second set of strategies, instead, 

comprises efforts to become a specialist or even pioneer in terms of innovative products, 

processes, or applications. 

Based on the conceptual considerations, the following firm and industry-level determinants 

are used to characterise the development model of the three coastal regions in China: 

- Sectoral structural change: Based on the literature cited above, the accelerated structural 

reorganisation of the economy is a general feature of the adaptive cycle and a specific 

feature of economic catch-up. 

- Technological capability building: Within each industrial sector, also in traditional ones, 

there is considerable leeway for upgrading, for example from low-tech parts and assembly 

activities to high-tech components and design activities. 

- Development of market orientation: At first, firms from emerging nations are often 

positioned at the low value-added end of global value chains. As soon as buying power on 

the national market develops, they become able to launch own solutions domestically. 

With a view on our core hypotheses laid out above, however, we have to include the public 

contribution to development into our explanatory framework: 

- Institutional evolution and the role of the state: The Chinese business system cannot be 

fully understood without taking the role of the state in designing the institutional 

environment and the influence of state-owned and state-controlled business into account. 

The following chapter will briefly analyse the influence of each determinant on pre-crisis 

patterns and the post-crisis outlook of the growth paths in Chinese regions. 

 

2.2 Pre-crisis patterns and post-crisis outlook for selected determinants of regional 

growth path in China 

2.2.1 Sectoral structural change 

The redirection of production factors from sectors with low productivity to those with higher 

productivity was an important source of growth in China and its importance increased in 

particular during the last years. While capital accumulation is still responsible for about 60% 

of total growth, sectoral shifts already explained another quarter of the total growth 

performance from 2003 to 2008 (OECD 2010). The general pre-crisis trend was to shift 
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production factors in the coastal provinces from labour- and resource-intensive sectors 

towards capital- and human capital-intensive sectors. This move was underpinned by the 

definition of pillar industries and the targeting of so-called high-tech industries at the national 

level and a specific focus on the development of the service sector in the 11th Five-Year Plan. 

At the provincial level, the promotion of sectoral change was implemented in a similar way. 

In the Guangdong Province, for example, a policy to ‘empty the cage to let the new bird move 

in’ has been implemented with the aim to relocate so-called ‘three high and one low’ 

industries, i.e. high pollution, high use of energy, high use of resources, and low value-added 

(HKCPU 2010). Some of the restrictive policies for low-tech sectors have been eased during 

the recent economic crisis to prevent a loss of labour in traditional sectors at a time when 

modern sectors were not able to procure sufficient additional employment. However, for the 

post-crisis period it is clearly expected that the direction of sectoral change will be unchanged 

and that the targeted high-tech industries will be in an advantageous position. 

 

2.2.2 Technological capability building 

The process of technological capability building at the firm or industry-level differs 

significantly from sectoral change. A high level of technological capabilities can be reached 

by so-called low-tech industries like textiles and garments as well as by firms in a high-tech 

sector like telecommunications. The globalisation of manufacturing activities has been a 

major reason for the separation of production and innovation capabilities (Bell and Pavitt 

1995). The coastal regions of China entered globalisation with a predominant focus on 

production capabilities, but more recently, upgrading of technological capabilities and the 

performance of innovation activities became more relevant among Chinese companies (Kroll 

and Schiller 2010). China today seems to possess a solid foundation for a breakthrough in the 

field of (medium-tech) innovation (Altenburg et al. 1998).  

For the post-crisis period it is expected that even more political priority will be given to 

innovation activities and upgrading within the value chain by providing incentives for 

investments in R&D and the further restriction of processing trade activities. The recent 

stimulus package has already earmarked 10% for investments in innovation (OECD 2010). 

However, a trade-off might exist for the promotion of high-tech sectors and technological 

upgrading. In the electronics industry, for example, it might be easier for domestic firms to 

gain technological capabilities in traditional branches like household appliances than in most 

recent technological fields like the latest IC design capabilities. While for a firm embarking 
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on an innovation strategy for the first time, the requirements of the global markets for cutting-

edge technologies will prove difficult to meet, it may be well equipped provide medium-tech 

solutions in the still price-sensitive,  but increasingly quality oriented domestic arena. The 

post-crisis outlook is expected to be characterised by an ongoing emphasis on the 

development of a knowledge-based economy (Kroll and Schiller 2010). 

 

2.2.3 Market orientation 

Stiglitz (2008) points out that to move away from an export-led growth model towards one 

that balances exports and domestic consumption is the most critical feature of China’s new 

model of development. Likewise, in the field of innovation, Stiglitz (2008) proposes that the 

development of an independent innovation system, as officially aimed at by the government, 

is very much in line with the theoretical argument that firms are not able to upgrade and to 

innovate without the support of external actors. Since the country already possesses 

competitive domestic firms, and in many fields is less export-dependent than often suspected 

(OECD 2010), domestic actors might exploit their potential to become indigenous innovators 

best if they combine export orientation with a strong presence in the domestic market. In 

many sectors, domestic firms are better prepared to meet the demands of domestic customers 

that are more interested in reliable products at competitive prices than in latest technologies 

and highest quality (Zhou 2008). Chinese brands are, for example, supplying two thirds of all 

personal computers in the domestic market (Zhou 2005). The prospect for domestic firms is 

further improving since the stimulus packages explicitly tries to strengthen domestic 

consumption in peripheral areas (OECD 2010), which do not possess the purchasing power to 

buy foreign products. It is therefore expected, that firms which have a strong stance in the 

domestic market will recover quicker from the crisis than firms that are predominantly 

exporting their outputs to developed markets with a much meagre growth outlook. But the 

domestic growth model is still highly vulnerable due to the yet high dependence on markets in 

developed countries and the predominantly government-funded domestic market expansion. 

Hence, Chen and De Lombaerde (2010) expect that the long-term effects will be even bigger 

than the short-term effect if Chinese firms are not increasing their presence in the global value 

chain by intra-regional cooperation with other emerging markets as well. 
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2.2.4 Institutional evolution and the role of the state 

With regard to the role of the state, Overholt (2010) points out the need for a new economic 

strategy refocusing from the current combination of state-led infrastructure development and 

private export-based exploitation of cheap labour towards a model mainly resting on upgraded 

low-end manufacturing in the private sector. Likewise, the latest OECD report (OECD, 2010) 

calls for a further liberalisation of the Chinese market to sustain the growth after the 

immediate recovery that is still fuelled by huge public investments of the stimulus package. 

While it is acknowledged in the OECD report that the performance of state-owned and state-

controlled firms has improved over time, they are still well behind the private sector in terms 

of productivity and growth. While the immediate effects of the stimulus package are expected 

to favour the state-owned sector due to public procurement in the construction sector and 

increased credits made available by state-owned banks, the long-term post crisis outlook 

favours the private sector.  

He suggests that political levers of control on the technology related sectors should be 

released. The three coastal regions selected for the empirical analysis are the best performers 

in terms of R&D and commercialisation efficiency in China (Guan and Chen 2010), but they 

differ in terms of the structure of their industrial sectors. While Beijing is strongly focussed 

on public and domestic sources, the YRD and the PRD are more export-oriented (Zhou 2005). 

Nonetheless, the two southern locations differ substantially because the YRD is home to more 

universities and public R&D than the PRD and its private sector is to a stronger extent 

focussed on large foreign-invested firms, state-owned companies, and joint ventures. The 

industrial sector of the PRD, in contrast, is characterised by strong private domestic firms and 

foreign investment originates especially from Hong Kong and Taiwan.  

A further point worth noting is that just before the crisis, in early 2008, the Chinese 

government took several measures to slowdown the overheating economy due to raising fears 

of inflationary tendencies (Schüller and Schüler-Zhou 2009). The effect of these measures is 

expected to be stronger in those regions whose economy is controlled by the state to a larger 

degree like Beijing. As a result, this might have aggravated the slowdown that resulted from 

the global crisis in late 2008 and early 2009.  
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2.3 Hypotheses about the impact of the determinants on the post-crisis growth paths of 

regions in China 

The conceptual considerations that were used to identify critical determinants for the Chinese 

post-crisis growth model and the reflections on specific characteristics of the Chinese 

economy and its economic policy are summarised by a set of hypothetical relationships. At 

the industry-level, the interdependent impacts of three determinants are combined in Figure 1. 

Based on the conceptual considerations and the general post-crisis outlook for the Chinese 

economy, it is expected that regions which depend on global markets, are specialised in 

traditional sectors, and possess low technological level are most vulnerable to the effects of 

the crisis and less successful in recovering form its impact. However, firms that are oriented 

towards the domestic market might yet survive in traditional sectors whose goods are still in 

high demand in rural China. Low technological levels and related price competitiveness might 

also be well suited for domestic consumers today who possess high price elasticity. In the 

global market, competitiveness of firms producing in China will be sustained only in modern 

sectors or by upgrading of the technological level. 

Hypothesis 1a: Firms in modern sectors are expected to benefit more during the recovery than 

those in traditional sectors because structural change is accelerated by the crisis. Firms in 

traditional, basic needs oriented, sectors may be affected less by the crisis. However, they will 

also profit from the ensuing recovery to a lesser degree. The exception could be Chinese firms 

in traditional sectors that have upgraded technologically and now provide higher quality 

goods for the Chinese market. 

Hypothesis 1b: Firms that are upgrading their low-tech assembly activities in traditional 

sectors towards higher-value added activities will to a higher degree be able to benefit from 

the recovery than those firms that do no change their business model. In contrast, such an 

effect will not occur as Chinese firms are insufficiently able to provide cutting-edge products 

which are competitive. Moreover, even if they were, the necessary brands are insufficiently 

developed to launch them on even the domestic market against foreign competition.  

Hypothesis 1c: Firms that are oriented towards the domestic market will recover more quickly 

in the short-run as the dynamic Chinese domestic market resting on a fast-growing middle 

class can be considered more resilient then the global markets which will remain in turmoil 

for the years to come. Consequently, both technologically upgraded activities in traditional 

sectors and low-tech activities in high-tech sectors will pay-off better when targeting the in 

the domestic than when dependent on the global market.  
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Secondly, however, the importance of the fiscal stimulus package in bringing the Chinese 

economy to the forefront of the recovery of the world economy must not be underestimated.  

As put forward in our core hypotheses, it is key to an understanding of the crisis to 

disentangle the short-term impact of the stimulus package from the long-term dynamics of 

structural changes that had developed momentum before the crisis and were accelerated by it. 

Hypothesis 2a: The fiscal stimulus package has provided a substantial impetus helping the 

Chinese economy to return to the pre-crisis growth path. However, these short-term measures 

have concealed the actual structural impact of the crisis on the different sectors which will 

become visible over time. The first effects of a disentanglement of long-term and short-term 

effects are currently becoming visible. 

Hypothesis 2b: The effect of the stimulus package has been substantially different between 

sectors and regions depending on the nature of the sector and the structure of the different 

region’s industries. With regard to this, ownership structure will play an important role since 

foreign firms were to a far lesser extent able to benefit from the publicly induced expansion of 

domestic demand than towards domestic firms. 

The following part will empirically test whether China is already at a turning point of its 

growth path whose breakthrough is enabled by the recent crisis in line with the hypothetical 

impact of the determinants discussed above. However, it will be impossible at this point in 

time to finally accept or reject all hypotheses because the full extent of the long-term effect of 

the crisis is yet unknown. Nonetheless, we believe that it is possible to derive first conclusions 

on the basis of the available data. 

 

3 Regional analysis of three coastal regions in China 

3.1 General findings 

A first general finding regarding the Chinese reaction to the global economic crisis can be 

reported with a view on the quarterly business and entrepreneurial climate surveys conducted 

in China. Figure 2 illustrates that from mid-2008 onwards, Chinese businesspeople were 

acutely aware of the upcoming difficulties. Unsurprisingly, therefore, the sharpest decrease of 

business confidence occurred between the third and the fourth quarter of 2008. Interestingly, 

in the first quarter 2009, when business pessimism culminated, entrepreneurial hopes had 

already significantly picked up, thus indicating that the individual business actors in the 

Chinese industrial sector had new plans made for the road to recovery before the recovery 
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itself began to gain momentum. With reference to our hypotheses, this suggests that reactios 

to the crisis did not occur in the public sector alone but that individual, opportunity based 

reactions have played a part. Moreover, the business expectations in the construction sector 

followed those of the industrial sector with a time lag during the high-times of the crisis. 

Against the background of the fact the constructing sector should most clearly reflect the 

impact of the infrastructure oriented stimulus packages this seems to corroborate that 

additional triggering factors have been at play. In late 2009, both entrepreneurial and business 

climate had once again reached the level of the third quarter of 2008.  

In line with the above finding, Figure 3 demonstrates that the effects of the crisis start to exert 

influence on the growth rate of the actual value added generated in the Chinese economy as 

early as mid-2008. A sharpened decrease in growth rates becomes visible after the worldwide 

financial turmoil in September 2008, prompting a first low in growth rates in the month of 

November and December. After a brief recovery in January and February (somewhat atypical 

during spring festival times) growth rates dropped back in March and April until a continuous 

process of recovery was began in May/June 2009 bringing the economy back on its pre-crisis 

growth level by October/November 2009. In early 2010, however, signs of renewed 

disruptions appear to become visible. The impact of this year’s spring festival on industrial 

growth seems to have been more severe than usual this year, to the extent that it has prompted 

the National Bureau of Statistics not to release any data for January at all – a measure 

previously unknown to the author. 

Figure 5 illustrates that the double minimum in the development of value added growth can 

be explained through the distinct development paths of different sectors. Relatively few 

sectors, like the locally oriented food or the plastics production sector were only 

insignificantly affected by the crisis. Some heavy industries – such as the steel (ferrous 

metals) and the chemical sector –, in contrast, were hit early and severely in late 2008 but 

have continuously recovered since. Others like the textile, the pharmaceutical, the electrical 

engineering and the machine building sector display a substantial recovery in early 2009, 

before their growth rates drop back to late 2008 levels, or even below, until mid-2009. The 

instrument sector reaches shares this development path to a degree, but its mid-2009 growth 

rates are more significantly below the respective late 2008 figures than those of any other 

sector. Instead, it is hit severely by the crisis – the only sector but the Chemical that actually 

displays negative growth in late 2008 – and then gradually recovers reaching pre-crisis 

growth levels by late 2009. In short, the substantial, short-term impetus of recovery in late 

2009 was concentrated on a limited number of sectors. Although our above analysis has 
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pointed towards a mixed set of factors, these data thus suggest that many effects are indeed 

connected to the Chinese fiscal recovery package that become particularly visible in those 

sectors receptive to increased public demand. This interpretation appears particularly obvious 

since the strongest increase is to be witnessed in the transport sector, a field particularly likely 

to profit from public investment in traffic infrastructure. Moreover, it gains in plausibility as 

with the beginning of 2010 the growth levels seem to have dropped back significantly. 

Finally, Figure 3 and 4 illustrate that the mid-to-late 2009 recovery effect was particularly 

strong in the more state-dominated environments of the Bohai Bai Area (Beijing, Tianjin, 

Hebei) and Shanghai, but relatively unremarkable in Guangdong province which is dominated 

by an export oriented private economy. Remarkably, the communication equipment sector 

seems detached from the general development, as it does not display any extraordinary 

growth rates from December 2008 to February 2009 – an explanation could be found in its 

strong export orientation combined with a high level of foreign ownership which is prone to 

move it out of the focus of fiscal packages. 

With regard to our hypotheses, however, the most interesting summary of developments can 

be provided when the developments are analysed based on a grouping of industries used in a 

recent World Bank Report (2009). The report distinguishes between globalised industries 

(such as computers, communication but also textiles); resource based and domestic market 

oriented industries (e.g. the processing of metals and petroleum); protected and favorite 

industries (e.g. food, tobacco and pharmaceuticals); and least protected industries (e.g. 

chemical fibers and electrical machinery and equipment). In this regard, Figure 6 clearly 

shows that the globalised industries, while not necessarily suffering the deepest impact, have 

recovered least dynamically in the wake of the crisis. The least protected industries, in 

contrast, have suffered a similar impact, but recovered far more dynamically. They are to a 

larger extent targeting the national market and oriented towards medium-tech rather than low-

tech solutions. Moreover, as predicted, the traditional, basic-needs and low-tech oriented 

sectors have not been significantly affected by the crisis but not seen any significant process 

of recovery either. The fact that they are “protected” can also be read as evidence of state 

intervention. Finally, the example of the resource based and domestic market oriented 

industries once again shows the superior resilience of the Chinese market. While they have 

suffered most severely in the first quarters of the crisis they have as well picked up most 

dynamically in its wake. It is more than likely, however, that a substantial share of this can be 

attributed to the boost in public demand for e.g. infrastructure construction. 
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With regard to the innovative performance of the Chinese economy, Figure 7 shows that the 

crisis has not generally led to slump in patent applications by Chinese nationals in 2009, even 

though it seems to have caused a slight decrease in their growth rates. Foreign patent 

applications on the Chinese market, however, have decreased by about 10% compared to their 

2008 level. Implicitly, that seems to suggest that the technological engagement of foreign 

enterprises has been somewhat reduced in the wake of the crisis. In an economy such as 

China’s that is still substantially dependent on external inflows of technology, this appears a 

noteworthy development. Moreover, the current official figures suggest that a general, 

substantial slump of patent applications has taken place in early 2010 after an above average 

peak in late 2009. Both exceed the volatility typically caused by the spring festival and appear 

to call for additional explanations beyond the scope of this paper. Generally, however, our 

findings can be confirmed by means of data from European sources (cf. Figure 11) which 

illustrate that in certain technological fields the crisis seems to have had a dampening effect 

on domestic applications at the SIPO as early as 2008. Interestingly, these effects are clearest 

in technology fields related to export-oriented industries: Telecommunication, Audio-Visual 

Electronics, Electronic Components and Optics. 

At first sight, this appears to be too early to be an effect of reduced investment in R&D 

projects in times of crisis which in their majority will likely only become apparent in the 

course of 2010-2011. We argue, however, that we may be witnessing the abandonment of 

patent applications which as a result of a changed business strategy no longer suit the firm’s 

strategies. These effects which are currently emerging in US and EU patent data and may as 

well be become evident in China. It can thus be hypothesised that firms in certain sectors are 

currently adapting their strategies as a consequence of the crisis. 

Finally, we see that the development of exports in the wake of the crises differs quite clearly 

from that of overall value added (cf. Figure 12, Figure 13). All sectors reach a low-point in 

February 2009 and since then recover continuously. Exports came close to pre-crisis levels by 

late 2009, even if some sectors remained lagging behind. At first, these developments seem 

strangely detached from the development of value added in the provinces. A recent report 

(OECD, 2010), however, revealed that many industries are far more oriented towards the 

domestic than the export market as well as the fact that most export industries contribute less 

to the nation’s overall value added than commonly assumed. Against this background, this 

finding does not come as a major surprise and it appears that the tendency of a detached 

development of value added and exports has strengthened rather than weakened in the wake 

of the crisis. Moreover, it suggests an explanation for the non-standard development of value 
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added in the (very export-oriented) communication equipment sector. Furthermore, it appears 

noteworthy that the exports of high-tech related goods has both suffered less and recovered 

better from the crisis than the classical low-technology branches – which possibly indeed 

reflects a shift in strategy among the domestic firms. Among the branches hit hardest by the 

crisis were apparel, shoes and lighting fittings – all of which had not yet sustainably recovered 

beyond 80% their pre-crisis export levels by early 2010. 

A final important point can be made with a view on Figure 14 which clearly reveals the 

driving forces behind the recovery of exports in the course of 2009. While state-owned firms 

have only moderately been able to raise their exports, the relatively most important 

contribution was made by both foreign and privately owned enterprises – indicating that both 

of the classical Chinese export models are intact and performing well. Remarkably, the 

privately owned domestic firms had to reduce their exports more strongly in early 2009 while 

the foreign owned firms seem more gravely affected in early 2010. In combination with 

earlier results, this finding seems to indicate that if a major shift towards the domestic markets 

would indeed have happened, it would have happened in combination with an increase in 

export activities. 

 

3.2 Estimation of regional impacts of the crisis by province and region 

Unfortunately, it is only possible to analyse and interpret provincial level data with a limited 

degree of differentiation at this point in time. Quite clearly, however, the three main economic 

powerhouses of China went through quite different paths of crisis and recovery in the course 

of the 2008-2009 economic turmoil (cf. Figure 3, Figure 10, Figure 15). 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate that the Bohai Bay region was the first to experience a 

substantial downturn of economic activities in mid-2008. Partially, this can certainly be 

attributed to the completion of the substantial construction efforts related to the 2008 Olympic 

Games as well as the accompanying reduction of industrial production. Part of it may also 

have been due to government’s efforts to avoid an overheating of the economy in early 2008. 

Nonetheless, both effects were certainly reinforced beyond the envisaged extent by the 

dawning economic crisis. Remarkably, however, Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei were able to re-

increase their economic growth rates throughout the high-times of the financial crisis in the 

last quarter of 2008. Only in April 2009 when the short-termed early-2009 boost of growth in 

many state-dominated sectors was over did the Bohai Region see a brief renewed decrease in 

growth rates. A second noteworthy finding is that, of all major provinces, Beijing is the one 

that most clearly displays the substantial increases in value added following May 2009 that 
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we suspect to be based on the major economic recovery packages launched in late 2008/early 

2009. Contrary to Shanghai, however, Beijing did not return to a higher level of growth than 

other provinces in early 2010. 

In a similar way, however, Beijing’s technological capabilities as measurable by its patenting 

output have not been significantly affected by the crisis. Of the three major economic regions 

Beijing (i.e. the Bohai Bay Area) is the only one in which growth of patent output in 2008 

was not significantly impaired. Most likely, this can be explained by the fact that Beijing is 

not specialised in any of the most affected technological fields (cf. Figure 9). 

In the Yangtze River Delta, in contrast, growth rates continuously decreased since the first 

clear signs of impending problems became detectable in mid-2008. Of all major Chinese 

regions, the Yangtze River Delta, and particularly Shanghai, was hit hardest.  

Figure 3 and 4 show that in December 2008 the growth rates dropped below zero for the 

overall region and down to -10% for municipal Shanghai. For the Chinese context, used to 

above 10% growth rates, this was a substantial setback. In contrast to Shanghai, Jiangsu 

province was able to maintain above 9% growth rates throughout the crisis. All provinces of 

the Delta, however, very clearly participate in the substantial short-term boost of growth rates 

following December. Given that the three provinces are dominated by state-owned firms and 

oriented towards the domestic market to very different degrees, however, it appears 

noteworthy that all of them display this structurally similar path of recovery, particularly, as 

each of them had been affected by the crisis to a differing degree (cf. Figure 4). In early 2010, 

however, Shanghai recovered better than the other two provinces in the region. Furthermore, 

Figure 10 indicates a substantial impact of the crisis on the region’s technological activities in 

2008. With a view on the technological specialisation of the regional industry (Figure 9) this 

does not come as a surprise as Shanghai is specialised on two of the most affected fields: 

electronic components and optics. 

The province of Guangdong, finally, displays a path of development distinct from next to any 

other province in China. In the Pearl River Delta, the effects of the crisis were felt both later 

(around September 2008) and far less intensely than in other provinces. In Guangdong the 

rate of value added growth never dropped below its 3.5% low in April 2009, the only month 

when it dropped below 5% at all. Since then, it has recovered to above 15%, thus more than 

exceeding its pre-crisis average of around 12.5%. In line with the high importance of the 

telecommunication sector in the province as well as its strong export performance, the low-

point with regard to growth was reached two months after the lowest export performance (cf. 
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Figure 15). Guangdong thus reached its absolute low-point latest of all provinces pointed to 

an above average resilience of the local economy. Since then, both trade and economic 

performance have recovered. In particular, Guangdong province has outperformed the 

Yangtze River Delta during the first quarter of 2010.  

Nonetheless, it is not entirely clear to what extent these development patterns can exclusively 

be attributed to a stronger resilience of the Pearl River Delta economy. The reasons for this is 

that it has to be borne in mind that in early 2009 Guangdong province profited from the 

effects of the state induced rise in public demand to a below average degree. If one looks at 

the course of development in other provinces (most of which display something like a local 

minimum in April 2009), however, it seems evident that the “natural” low-point was indeed 

reached in April 2009 but in most provinces at that time already superimposed by state 

stimulus efforts. Evidence for this can for example be found in the fact that Fujian province – 

with a similar industrial structure like Guangdong – displays a more similar pattern of 

development (cf. Figure 3).  

In terms of technological performance, Guangdong province has been affected just as strong 

as municipal Shanghai and worse than the overall Yangtze River Delta Region. Apparently, 

some sort of major reorientation of technological enterprises has taken place that is mirrored 

in the patent data, even as early as 2008. With a view on technological specialisation, Figure 9 

indicates that this may be of particular relevance for Guangdong due to the strong regional 

importance of telecommunication and audio-visual electronics. 

The path of the development of trade performances finally does not differ much between the 

Yangtze River Delta and Guangdong province (cf. Figure 15). After a distinct low-point in 

February 2009, the export performance continuously and gradually recovers. Moreover, the 

exports of high-tech related goods are less affected by the crisis and recover better in its wake 

than those of low-tech products. This effect is particularly pronounced in Guangdong. The 

development of the export performance of the Bohai Region, in contrast, is set apart from that 

of the other regions, presumably because it is a net importer of most goods which causes 

different reactions to external shocks and as well because the impact of the economic crisis 

was felt earlier than elsewhere. 

 

4 Firm-level analysis of the electronics industry in the Pearl River Delta 

The empirical analysis in the previous section was carried out with secondary data from 

official data sources and at the national as well as the regional level. The advantage of this 
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approach lies in the comparative perspective across three regions and ability to cover all 

economic activities. However, since the data is aggregated at the regional level, conclusions 

that are related to individual firms and their characteristics can only be deduced indirectly. It 

is, therefore, in a strict sense impossible to falsify or corroborate our hypothesis directly. 

Consequently, this second empirical section applies primary data from a survey of electronics 

companies that has been carried out in the Pearl River Delta (PRD) in the Guangdong 

Province in Southern China in late 2009. The Pearl River Delta is a major manufacturing 

region of the global electronics industry. The production cluster consists of foreign and 

domestic firms. 

In total, 422 electronics companies in the PRD were interviewed in the period of September to 

November 2009. The firms were selected from company directories and from participant lists 

of leading electronics fairs in the PRD. Questionnaires were distributed to 793 firms (433 via 

post and telephone follow-up, 360 via fair visits and follow-ups at the fair). The overall 

response rate was 53% (38% for postings, 72% for fair visits). Of the firms who answered the 

questionnaire, 167 were located in the city of Shenzhen, 177 in Dongguan, 67 in Huizhou and 

11 in Heyuan. Shenzhen and Dongguan are the most important locations of the electronics 

industry in the PRD. The company survey was addressed to the CEOs or senior executives of 

electronics companies and consisted of five sections: 1) market and strategy; 2) organization 

and marketing; 3) product & process development; 4) human resources; 5) external contact. 

Many questions in the five sections attempted to compare the situation in 2007 with that of 

2009 in order to gauge the short-term impact of the crisis on upgrading strategies and business 

models. However, information on the long-term impact was, for the most part, not yet 

available in 2009. 

Table 1 provides general information about the immediate impact of the economic crisis on 

the electronics industry of the PRD in general. Surprisingly, the job losses in the electronics 

industry have been much lower than expected. The average size of the firms decreased at an 

insignificant level; the total employment of all firms that provided information on their 

employment for 2007 and 2009 dropped by only 16,000 from 312,138 to 296,199 employees. 

The effect of the crisis on sales and profits was much more severe and highly significant even 

though the average annual growth rates remained positive. The share of firms with negative 

annual growth rates increased from 3% to 14% for sales and from 7% to 15% for profits. 

However, the crisis had an asymmetric effect on upgrading efforts of firms. While 

expenditures on new product development remained at the same level and efforts to upgrade 

machines were increased, average expenditures for training dropped significantly by almost 
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40%. This indicates that firms are focussing on upgrading of their capital stock and product 

portfolio as a measure to cope with the long-term effects of the crisis, but the limited 

relevance of training for the workforce shows that these efforts might be short-sighted since a 

lack of sufficiently qualified workers might occur when the economy starts to grow again. In 

addition to several accounts on labour shortages in the PRD that have become public in early 

2010 this may provide an obstacle to growth in the future. 

The results of a more detailed analysis of employment, sales, and profits differentiated by 

firm characteristics are shown in Table 2. The first part of the table compares high-tech or 

modern sectors, for example integrated circuits or telecommunication equipment, with 

traditional sectors, for example household appliances. Firms in modern sectors have in 

general performed better for all indicators, but the differences are only significant for 

employment growth. 

Since being in a high-tech sector does not necessarily imply a higher technological level of 

the production, the sample was differentiated by the amount of money spent for new product 

development. For example, a firm in the telecommunication sector can either simply assemble 

mobile phones and buy all critical technological inputs or produce these critical inputs and 

innovation by itself. Firms that spent more than 30% of sales for new product development 

performed significantly better than firms with less innovation expenditures in terms of sales 

and profits in early 2009 and their growth rates also dropped to a lesser degree between 2007 

and early 2009. 

The market orientation was analysed by looking at the main market of each firm and the main 

owner. The differences among firms oriented towards domestic and foreign markets were not 

significant at all. But firms with mainly Chinese ownership performed systematically better 

than foreign owned firms, even though only differences for employment growth were slightly 

significant. 

Finally, Table 3 organizes the survey data according to the hypothetical impacts shown in 

Figure 1. On the one hand, some of the results are in contrast to our expectation that 

technological efforts will have the highest pay-off in traditional sectors while firms in modern 

sectors could still survive with low technological capabilities. For example, firms in modern 

high-tech sectors with a lot of technological efforts are the top-performers in terms of staff 

and sales measurements. However, these firms did not realize the highest values in terms of 

profit growth in 2009 and relative change of profit growth between 2007 and early 2009. 

Thus, the efficiency of technological efforts in modern sectors seems yet to be limited and 
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highly vulnerable to the crisis. On the other hand, the expectation that firms in traditional 

sectors without sufficient technological efforts will be crowded out of China is clearly 

confirmed by Table 3. Firms in the bottom right corner show the weakest performance for all 

indicators. 

The results in Table 3 do not provide evidence for a positive effect of a domestic market 

orientation that was deduced from the theoretical discussion and confirmed by the macro data. 

This might be due to the export orientation of electronics industry in the PRD in general and 

the extremely high connectivity of the selected cities with global markets, Hong Kong and 

Taiwan in particular. However, there is some evidence from the results on profits that modern 

sectors without upgrading efforts perform better on the domestic market than the global 

market since these good are in high demand by domestic customers if they are produced at 

attractive prices. Traditional sectors with upgrading efforts are realising higher profits in 

global markets because the cost advantage in the global arena is greatest for these goods and 

upgrading can compensate for rising labour costs in China. 

 

5 Discussion 

Hypothesis 1a: Firms in modern sectors will c.p. more successfully recover 

Official statistical figures show that resource-based low-tech industries have suffered the 

strongest impact during the economic crisis while industries targeting the national market 

with medium-tech rather than low-tech solutions (e.g. electric machinery) have suffered a 

similar impact, but recovered far more dynamically. 

Survey data confirm that the electronics industry in the PRD as a whole is a modern sector 

and thus firms were hit by the crisis but could still realise significant growth rates. Within the 

electronics industry, high-tech sub-sectors, e.g. integrated circuits or telecommunication 

equipment, are less affected by the crisis and structural change towards these sectors seems to 

be pushed by the crisis.  

Hypothesis 1b: Upgrading firms or firms already active in the medium-technology field will 

c.p. more successfully recover 

An analysis of the available statistical data shows that foreign-owned firms are in the course 

of reducing their technological activities in the wake of the crisis whereas Chinese 

applications for patents remain on the rise. While upgrading may not pay off directly in all 

cases, our analysis of technological activity provides clear evidence that a process of 
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upgrading remains underway despite the crisis. On this basis we are prompted to assume that 

the superior recovery of mid-tech sectors may not rely on fiscal stimulus effects only. To the 

contrary, a process of upgrading is less obvious in the high-tech sectors where, according to 

theory, a lesser pay off can be expected.  Possibly the actors in the field are waiting until the 

final impact of further developments has become clear. 

Moreover, results based on survey data corroborate that upgrading pays off in the electronics 

industry in general, but is absolutely crucial in traditional sub-sectors. High-tech sub-sectors 

are also performing rather well without a major focus on upgrading, only sales are affected 

positively, but not profits. 

Hypothesis 1c: Firms targeting the growing domestic market (with non low-tech strategies) 

will c.p. more successfully recover 

The analysis based on official statistical figures illustrates very clearly that the most dynamic 

recovery has taken place in the domestically oriented sectors. Although those firms oriented 

towards the global market seem have proven more resilient at first they have failed to realise a 

recovery similar to that of those active in domestically-oriented sectors. Moreover, it seems 

that firms in export-oriented sectors and regions are cutting down on technological activities 

in the wake of the crisis suggesting a lack of determination to develop and strengthen further 

growth perspectives. 

While the survey data does not provide any confirmatory evidence for hypothesis 1c, the 

generally high world-market orientation of the electronics industry in the Pearl River Delta 

might conceal differences between domestic and foreign orientation. Consequently, it would 

not be adequate to conclude that hypothesis 1c is falsified by the survey data. 

Hypothesis 2a: Effects of the state induced rise in public demand superimpose structural 

changes based on decisions and strategies of individual businessmen affected by the crisis. 

The development trend of next to all value added indicators clearly show unanimous evidence 

of a first boost in early 2009 and a general boost throughout mid to late 2009. In early 2010, 

in contrast, growth levels have dropped back significantly and the impact of the spring 

festival on the economy seems to have been more than in the preceding years, including 2009. 

Overall, the most recent development have cast doubt on the perception of the recovery that 

may have resulted from a look on data up to 2009. Moreover, the case of state protected 

industries, that hardly suffered at all, strongly suggests that the Chinese state continues to 

wield substantial power on the domestic markets. 
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Since the firm survey does only cover two points in time, 2007 and early 2009, a distinction 

between short-term and long-term effects is not possible directly. However, the structural 

differences of the crisis effects with regard to sectoral specialisation and technological 

capabilities are an indirect indication that the long-term recovery will initiate structural 

changes within the electronics industry of the Pearl River Delta 

Hypothesis 2b: The abovementioned effects of the fiscal stimulus package have been very 

different from sector to sector and from region to region. 

All value added indicators show that the boost effects in the course of 2009 have been more 

substantial in the state-oriented environments of the Bohai Bai Area (Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei) 

and Shanghai, but relatively unremarkable in Guangdong province which is dominated by an 

export oriented private economy. The same can be deduced from their distribution over 

sectors illustrating that state dominated sectors recover far more dynamically, than export 

driven sectors dominated by private or foreign ownership. 

Moreover, the results of our survey show that Chinese-owned firms performed systematically 

better in all indicators although most of the indicators were statistically insignificant. 

 

6 Conclusion 

In summary, our study has found solid tentative evidence for most of the hypotheses proposed 

in the conceptual section. What can be said with certainty is that the Chinese economy, after a 

substantial setback in late 2008 and early 2009, has seen a speedy recovery prompted by 

massive state intervention as well as a flexible reaction of individual players in the firm 

sector. In detail, the different intensity with which the impact was felt among sectors and 

regions has clearly revealed the substantial scope of persisting structural disparities in the 

Chinese industrial sector. Moreover, the different trends of development dependent on both 

sector and region have demonstrated that different logics of recovery are at work. Against this 

background, it appears obvious to conclude that the crisis will have prompted shifts in firm 

strategy with regard to the technological level and market orientation which in turn have 

resulted in different outcomes. Our key finding from the development of value added in the 

different sectors is that beyond the obvious effect of profiting from the publicly triggered 

demand, the highest benefit seems to lie in mid-tech strategies in both traditional and modern 

sectors. These conclusions from the analysis of official data sources can be considered robust 

since they could directly be confirmed by data from a survey of firms in the electronics sector 

in Guangdong province. 
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Recent developments of particularly the value added figures, however, have suggested that 

the economic recovery may not be sustainable to the extent expectable based on mid-to-late 

2009 figures and that the Chinese economy may have re-entered a phase of instability. 

Additionally, our analysis of innovation indicators seems to indicate that foreign firms have 

reduced their technological activities in China in the wake of the crisis. Likely, this will have 

a relevant impact on the growth path that China can embark on in the coming years. On the 

other hand, patenting by Chinese inventors continues to rise so that the overall loss to the 

technological basis of the economy could be mitigated. 

Generally, however, it has to be borne in mind that it remains too early for a full-fledged and 

robust analysis of the effects of the crisis. For the moment, the availability of indicators 

restricts the scope of analysis and it is yet not possible to completely disentangle the effects of 

the fiscal package and the results of changes in strategy at a company level. 
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Figure 1: Expected impact of sector, technological level, and market orientation on post-
crisis recovery of firms in China 

 

Source: own draft 

 

Figure 2: Chinese Business Climate and Entrepreneurial Confidence in the Course of the Crisis 

 
Source: Own Graph based on data from National Bureau of Statistics 
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Figure 3: Growth Rates of Ind. VA by Major Economic Area in the Course and Wake of the Crisis 

 
Note: Weighted averages based on 2008 GDP figures. 
Source: Own Graph based on data from National Bureau of Statistics 

 
Figure 4: Growth Rates of Industrial Value Added by Province in the Course and Wake of the Crisis 

 
Source: Own Graph based on data from National Bureau of Statistics 
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Figure 5: Growth Rates of Industrial Value Added by Sectors in the Course and Wake of the Crisis 

 

Source: Own Graph based on data from National Bureau of Statistics 
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Figure 6: Growth Rates of Industrial Value Added by Sectoral Groups according to World Bank 
Classification in the Course and Wake of the Crisis 

 
 
Note: Classification according to World Bank (2009); Globalised industries: M of Communication 
Equipment, Computer and Other Electronic Equipment, M of Measuring Instruments and Machinery 
for Cultural Activity and Office Work, M of Textile, M of Textile Wearing Apparel, Footwear, and 
Caps, M of Leather, Fur, Feather and its Products;  Resource based and domestic market oriented 
industries: Processing of Petroleum, Coking, Processing of Nucleus Fuel, M of Non-metallic Mineral 
Products, M and Processing of Ferrous Metals, M and Processing of Non-Ferrous Metals; Protected 
and favorite industries: M of Foods, M of Beverages, M of Tobacco, M of Medicines; Least Protected: 
M of Chemical Fibers. M of Rubber, M of Plastics, M of Electrical Machinery and Equipment; 
Unweighted averages of development in respective technological fields 
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Figure 7: Development of Patent Applications at the SIPO 

 

Source: Own Graph based on data from State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) 

 
 
Figure 8: Development of Patent Applications at the SIPO in the Course and Wake of the Crisis 

 
Source: Own Graph and Calculations based on data from State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) 
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Figure 9: Profiles of Technological Specialisation 

 

 

 

Source: Own Calculation based on EPO Worldwide Patent Statistical Database (PATSTAT) 
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Figure 10: Development of Chinese Patent Applications at the SIPO in recent years, by region 

 
Note: By priority year 
Source: Own Calculations based on EPO Worldwide Patent Statistical Database (PATSTAT)1 

 
Figure 11: Development of Chinese Patent Applications at the SIPO in recent years, by field 

 
Note: By priority year 
Source: Own Calculations based on EPO Worldwide Patent Statistical Database (PATSTAT) 
  

                                                            
1 As the expert reader will have noticed, PATSTAT figures for 2008 applications are not yet fully available and 
will only be in 2011. There is, however, solid evidence regarding the percentage of additional patent information 
that typically becomes available in the last year before data can ultimately be considered reliable. Intentionally, 
we have chosen an optimistic scenario, which will likely over- rather than underestimate the actual number of 
patent applications in 2008. Consequently, our estimation is a reliable basis for the argument brought forward. 
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Figure 15: Development of Technology Related2 and other Exports in 2009 by Major Economic Area 

Bohai 3 (Jing-Jin-Ji) 

 
Yangtze River Delta 

 
Guangdong 

 

Source: Own Graph and Calculations based on data provided by China Customs Office 

 

                                                            
2 Technology Related Goods: HS 30, HS 84, HS 85, HS 86, HS 87, HS 88, HS 89, HS 90. 
That is: pharmaceutical products; nuclear reactor, boilers, machinery and mechanical appliances, parts thereof; electrical 
machinery and equipment and parts thereof, sound recorders and reproducers, television image recorders and reproducers, 
and parts and accessories of such articles; railway or tramway locomotives, rolling-stock and parts thereof, railway or 
tramway track fixtures and fittings and parts thereof, mechanical traffic signalling equipment of all kinds; vehicles other than 
railway or tramway rolling-stock, and parts and accessories thereof; aircraft, spacecraft, and parts thereof; ships, boats and 
floating structures; optical, photographic, cinematographic, measuring, checking, precision, medical or surgical instruments 
and apparatus, parts and accessories thereof. 
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Table 1: Impact of the crisis on electronics firms in the Pearl River Delta 

 

 

Table 2: Differentiation of the impact of the crisis on electronics firms in the Pearl River 

Delta by firm characteristics 

 

 

2007 01-06/2009

Average number of staff 782 732 0,504

Sales (growth rate) 27,7% 19,7% 0,007 ***

Profits (growth rate) 18,2% 12,4% 0,001 ***

Expenditure to develop new products (% of sales) 18,8% 19,4% 0,636

Expenditures to upgrade machines (% of sales) 17,0% 19,5% 0,043 **

Expenditures for training (1.000 Yuan) 415 253 0,010 ***
significance: *** 1%-level, ** 5%-level, * 1%-level

Source: own survey

t-Test sign.

Employment 
growth

Sales growth Profit growth Change in 
sales growth

Change in 
profit growth

2007 to first
half of 2009

first half
of 2009

first half
of 2009

2007 to first
half of 2009

2007 to first
half of 2009

high-tech 53,1% 30,8% 17,3% -2,3% -3,1%
other 17,9% 18,0% 11,7% -10,0% -7,0%

F-Test 7,414 2,161 1,088 0,618 0,327
sign. *** n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

> 30% 28,5% 28,6% 19,8% -3,8% -1,4%
<= 30% 19,0% 14,2% 7,8% -12,3% -9,7%

F-Test 1,076 5,667 11,013 1,653 3,335
sign. n.s. ** *** n.s. *

domestic 24,4% 19,8% 10,9% -8,6% -7,6%
abroad 19,9% 19,5% 14,8% -9,8% -4,8%

F-Test 0,248 0,003 1,114 0,032 0,394
sign. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

Chinese 30,6% 22,4% 13,5% -7,5% -6,2%
foreign 13,2% 16,4% 11,0% -11,0% -6,9%

F-Test 3,826 1,020 0,491 0,286 0,030
sign. * n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

significance: ***: 1%-level, **: 5%-level, *: 10%-level, n.s.: not significant

Source: own survey

Technological level
of the sector

Expenditure on 
product development 
in % of sales

Main market

Main owner
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Table 3: Combined effects of sector, technological level, and market orientation on 

performance indicators of electronics firms in the Pearl River Delta 

 

 

high-
tech

other high-
tech

other high-
tech

other

more than 30% 85% 17% 92% 21% 71% 12%

30% and less 24% 18% 33% 16% 3% 22%

more than 30% 41% 27% 34% 25% 52% 29%

30% and less 25% 13% 30% 14% 7% 11%

more than 30% 20% 20% 21% 14% 17% 27%

30% and less 16% 7% 18% 7% 8% 6%

more than 30% 9% -5% 9% -10% 9% 0%

30% and less -9% -13% -11% -9% -3% -19%

more than 30% -4% -1% -2% -5% -6% 4%

30% and less -3% -11% -4% -10% 2% -12%

Source: own survey

change in staff: 
2007 thr. 2009 
percent

annual growth rate 
first half 2009:
sales

annual growth rate 
first half 2009:
net profit

change of annual 
growth rate 07 thr 09: 
sales

change of annual 
growth rate 07 thr 09: 
net profit

performance
indicator

expenditure on 
product 

development in % 
of sales

all firms market orientation
domestic abroad


